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We present niche-based modelling to project
the distribution of 845 European plant species
for Germany using three different models and
three scenarios of climate and land use changes
up to 2080. Projected changes suggested large
effects over the coming decades, with conse-
quences for the German flora. Even under a
moderate scenario (approx. D2.28C), 15–19%
(across models) of the species we studied could
be lost locally—averaged from 2995 grid cells in
Germany. Models projected strong spatially
varying impacts on the species composition. In
particular, the eastern and southwestern parts
of Germany were affected by species loss.
Scenarios were characterized by an increased
number of species occupying small ranges, as
evidenced by changes in range-size rarity
scores. It is anticipated that species with small
ranges will be especially vulnerable to future
climate change and other ecological stresses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Species ranges are not static. Recent climate warm-

ing has resulted in species’ ranges shifting polewards

or to higher altitudes and is recognized as a major

threat to biodiversity (Parmesan 2006). On grid-

based macro-scales, studies have shown that climate

change may lead to dramatic range reductions

(Thuiller et al. 2005). However, the magnitude and

spatial pattern of potential range changes, as well as

effects on local plant biodiversity, still need to be

studied in detail. A key issue in conservation ecology

is the understanding of how future climate and land

use changes affect the species distributions at the

national level. Therefore, the modelling task involves

testing predictive techniques and understanding

possible impacts of climate change on regional to

local scales. However, at increasingly smaller scales,

parameters like soil factors or land use become
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increasingly important (Pearson & Dawson 2003).
Including such predictors has been shown to improve
the accuracy of species’ distribution models (Jetz
et al. 2007; Luoto et al. 2007).

Here, we use three representative models to
characterize species’ requirements concerning climate,
soil and land use (see Pearson et al. 2004). Our
modelling framework integrates effects of future climate
and land use changes and forecasts expected changes
in the occurrence of plant species for Germany. We
compare spatial patterns of changes in species’ ranges
to examine potential consequences for local species
richness (SR), which include species currently distri-
buted in Germany as well as those that are currently
absent, but may find suitable climatic conditions in
the future.
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Species and environmental data

We used binary plant distribution data from the Atlas Florae
Europaeae (AFE, Jalas & Suominen 1972-2004). We selected 845
species (only species present in more than 50 grid cells) in AFE, of
which 550 are currently recorded in Germany. The remaining 295
have not been observed in Germany according to the national
floristic database FLORKART (www.floraweb.de). Niche-based
models were characterized in ecological space by climatic, soil and
land use parameters at the European level. The spatial extent of our
data covered 2141 grid cells from the AFE grid (50!50 km2

resolution), excluding most eastern European countries (figure S1 in
the electronic supplementary material). We calculated percentages
of soil characteristics (figure S2 in the electronic supplementary
material) for both the AFE grid and the 6 0!10 0 resolution
(European Soil Database 2004). Climatic data were computed as
monthly averages for 1961–1990 (reference period) and 2051–2080
(future scenarios) at a 10 0!100 resolution (Mitchell et al. 2004).
Scenarios for climate and land use were based on three alternative
storylines (Spangenberg 2007) of the ALARM project (Settele et al.
2005), namely moderate Sustainable Europe Development Goal
(SEDG, climate derived from IPCC SRES scenario B1), intermedi-
ate Business As Might Be Usual (BAMBU, A2) and severe GRowth
Applied Strategy (GRAS, A1FI ). The corresponding average
increases in annual mean temperature between reference and
scenario periods were 2.2, 2.9 and 3.88C for SEDG, BAMBU
and GRAS, respectively. We calculated 38 bioclimatic variables for
both the reference period and the future (table S1 in the electronic
supplementary material). We included four land use classes at the
100!100 grid resolution from PELCOM for the baseline in 2000
and land use in 2080: forest; grassland; cropland; and urban land-
scape (Mucher et al. 2000; Rounsevell et al. 2006). We used a spatial
join in ARCGIS v. 9.1 software to link grid cells in Germany with the
data from 100!100 layers. Finally, we applied a principal component
analysis on the bioclimatic variables and a correspondence analysis
(CA) on the soil data to avoid multi-collinearity. Six principal
components (explained variance: 93%) and six CA axes (explained
variance: 56%) were subsequently used as model predictors.

(b) Model calibration and projection

Data were randomly divided into a calibration (70%) and an
evaluation (30%) dataset on the European scale. We used general-
ized linear models (GLMs), generalized additive models (GAMs)
and random forests (RFs) in the R-based BIOMOD package
(Thuiller 2003). All models generally had substantial agreement
when trained on the calibration dataset and evaluated on the
remaining data. Kappa coefficients were 0.62G0.13 (meanGs.d.)
for GLMs, 0.64G0.12 for GAMs and 0.68G0.11 for RFs,
averaged over all species. We calculated the contribution of
predictors to the total variance of the regression model by
hierarchical partitioning (Mac Nally 1996). On average, climate
explained most of the variance (59G12%), followed by soil
(25G10%) and land use (16G7%, figure S2 in the electronic
supplementary material). The calibrated models were used to
project species distributions for the recent past (1961–1990) and
the future (2051–2080) at a finer resolution for Germany. Prob-
ability surfaces were transformed into presence/absence maps using
thresholds maximizing Cohen’s Kappa statistic. Combining biocli-
matic, soil and land use variables improved model performance
compared with a pure bioclimatic model (figure S3 in the electronic
supplementary material). To evaluate species’ range changes, we
summed the number of grid cells potentially lost and gained by
This journal is q 2008 The Royal Society
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Table 1. Estimated mean Gs.d. of species loss, gain and turnover rates in 2051–2080 relative to 1961–1990 for different
scenarios and models in Germany under universal dispersal.

model/
scenario loss per grid cell (%) gain per grid cell (%) turnover per grid cell (%)

SEDG BAMBU GRAS SEDG BAMBU GRAS SEDG BAMBU GRAS
GLM 15G5 20G6 35G10 14G6 17G7 21G8 25G5 32G6 46G9
GAM 15G7 19G7 34G12 15G7 17G8 21G9 26G6 31G6 32G6
RF 19G9 23G11 39G18 25G11 30G12 36G13 35G9 40G10 54G15
average 16G8 21G8 36G14 18G10 21G11 26G12 28G8 34G9 49G12
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Figure 1. Percentages of species (a) loss, (b) gain and (c) turnover from GLM (6 0!10 0) for the GRAS scenario for Germany.
Modelled estimates of loss, gain, turnover across models (GLM, GAM and RF) showed high agreement (table S2 in the
electronic supplementary material).
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Figure 2. Estimated change in SR (a) using no limitation in species dispersal and (b) with limitation in dispersal computed
as difference between modelled future and current SR per grid cell (nZ2995 grid cells, 845 species). White boxes, SEDG;
light grey boxes, BAMBU; dark grey boxes, GRAS.
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each species for the different models and scenarios at a 6 0!10 0

resolution grid. We computed changes in SR estimates for each grid
cell between current and future projections applying two dispersal
scenarios: full dispersal and no dispersal. Further, we computed
losses (L), gains (G) and turnover (TZ100(LCG)/(SRCG)) per
grid cell. As a measure of change in range size, we calculated the
differences of inverse range sizes for each grid cell (i.e. range-size
rarity). Hence, we calculated the sum of the inverse of the number
of grid cells occupied by each of the 845 species for the present and
the future (Kier & Barthlott 2001). Rarity scores were divided by
the modelled species numbers per grid cell. A low score indicates a
grid cell containing species that are present in many other cells,
while a high score indicates a cell containing species being present
only in a few cells.
3. RESULTS
We found changes in species range sizes parallel to
the severity of the scenarios. Approximately 20% of the
Biol. Lett. (2008)
species currently present in Germany lost more than

75% of their current range under GRAS, 11% under

BAMBU and 7% under SEDG averaged across

models.

However, projected range changes showed vari-

ations across models. For GRAS, 0% (RF), 4%

(GAM) and 5% (GLM) of the currently observed

species were projected absent by 2080. The number
of currently absent species shifting their ranges

to Germany also differed between methods. While

RF projected that all 295 species would find suitable

conditions in Germany, GLM and GAM were

selective and projected roughly half of the species to

occur in Germany (42–53%, respectively, across

scenarios). Results of local species loss and gain for
the 2995 grid cells in Germany coincide with the
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severity of the scenarios (table 1). The rate of loss per

degree of temperature change increased from SEDG

to BAMBU to GRAS, while the rate of gains slowed

down, indicating nonlinear responses in species num-

bers (figure S4 in the electronic supplementary

material). The spatial distribution of change generally

showed considerable variation. In particular, the

southwestern and eastern parts of Germany were

affected by high rates of turnover and loss (figure 1).

The spatial pattern of gain was substantially different.

Mainly, the central and southern parts of Germany

were affected by species gains. Projected SR in the

full migration case varied substantially across

scenarios (figure 2). Under BAMBU (exception RF)

and GRAS, SR estimates significantly decreased

while under SEDG, median SR significantly increased

in all models. Under the assumption of no dispersal,

SR decreased significantly in all models ( p!0.05,

paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test). In addition, range

restrictedness increased. When comparing current

and future range-size rarity indices, we found a

significant increase within all models and across

scenarios ( p!0.05, paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test;

figure S5 in the electronic supplementary material).
4. DISCUSSION
Our study is currently the first comprehensive

estimation of how the ranges of plant species at the

resolution of a national floral atlas in Central Europe

could change under climate and land use changes.

These projected changes suggest that the German

flora will be impacted negatively, even under the

moderate climate/land use change assumptions.

Species currently not recorded in Germany will cause

severe changes in the species pools. New species

move in as climate warming increases. Potential gains

from non-European species were not included. We

show that eastern and southwestern Germany will be

greatly affected, which previously has not been recog-

nized (Thuiller et al. 2005). From this study, it

appears that certain regions in Germany are charac-

terized by higher range-size rarity under climate

change. Given the fact that ranges will be smaller in

the future, the species in these regions may be less

able to respond to additional stresses, e.g. habitat

fragmentation. However, our approach ignores the

differentiated dispersal potential of plants. Gains in

SR lag behind expected climate warming (Menéndez

et al. 2006), and a combination with dispersal models

would be useful to reduce this uncertainty (Thuiller

et al. 2008). Given the uncertainties in bioclimatic

modelling linked to biases in data sampling, modelling

technique, spatial autocorrelation, biotic interaction

or species evolution (Heikkinen et al. 2006), the

findings of range change can serve only to assist, not

to determine nature conservation policy (Dormann

2007). The nonlinear response patterns obtained with

the current study support the goal for a 28C tempera-

ture stabilization target, also to limit potential threats

to biodiversity.
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